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MESSAGE 
FROM  
THE DEAN
Welcome students to campus. After almost two years of remote classes, 
we are very excited to have you back on campus. A special welcome 
to the class of 2025 to the Lincoln Law School family. Congratulations 
to our returning students for your success and resilience this past year.  
My sincerest wishes for continued success to all our students.

The start of this academic year has been challenging.  Due to the COVID 
spike a few weeks before the start of school we had to pivot from all  
in-person classes to mixed in-person and remote classes. Thank you 
for your patience and cooperation as we worked together to address 
technical challenges of delivering course content in this unique and 
creative way. I am so proud of how the Lincoln Law School family came 
together during this unusual and, often trying, time. You persevered. 

This academic year brought the grand opening of the Student Resource 
Center (SRC). The goal of the SRC is to provide additional resources 
and support for the academic success of our students. If you have not 
yet attended one of the review sessions, I encourage you to sign up for 
future sessions. Check out the article in this issue of the Voir Dire for more 
information and Populi for dates of upcoming workshops and events. 

As I come to the end of my first semester as dean, I am grateful and 
humbled by the overwhelming support from former Dean Schiavenza, 
the faculty, staff, and students. 

I look forward to sharing your law school journey with you.  

Thank You 
Dean Filomena Yeroshek
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EDITORS’ 
NOTE 

Thank you to each and every one of you who collaborated with us to make this year’s 
Winter Edition of the Voir Dire a success. The participation of this year’s students and 
faculty is astounding in the face of change and challenges. We are beyond grateful for the 
contributions both in participation and encouragement!

As we leave behind yet another year changed by the pandemic, albeit slightly modified 
with professors and students alike adjusting to the duality of in-person and remote learning 
and enter our new “normal” we recognize how much goes into continuing the path of law 
school. The students and faculty of Lincoln Law School have proven they are not only resilient 
but strong, dedicated and focused. Successful navigation in the face of so much change is 
a challenge that we have triumphed over together for so long! We applaud each and every 
one of you for completing your midterms, attending classes, doing remote study sessions, 
attending live events, and continuing to make our community better with each passing year. 
All this while continuing to maintain careers, families, and everyday life.

We know that no matter what obstacles may be thrown in our path, we can not only 
achieve, but excel, beyond our wildest imaginations. If you asked us two years ago what we 
thought we would be doing today, it is unlikely we would ever have imagined the world as 
it is today. But we persevered and we’re all stronger, wiser, and better equipped to adapt 
to face future challenges

No one yet knows what the Spring semester will look like for us but we know that no matter 
what comes at us, we will succeed and rise to the challenge.

Kim Shipp, Class of 2023 
Don Hudson, Class of 2023
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The Black Law Student Association (“BLSA”) of Lincoln 
Law School is forward-thinking. BLSA makes national 
and local connections. For example, BLSA teamed 
with The National Black Law Student Association 
(“NBLSA”), an organization formed to articulate and 
promote the needs and goals of African American law 
students to effectuate change in the legal community.  
In addition to promoting the purpose of NBLSA, 
BLSA’s goal is to effectuate broad change within the 
communities in which we work and serve. Therefore, 
we work with Lincoln and the local legal community to 
promote African American law students’ educational, 
professional, political, and social needs.

BLSA is an inclusive organization that provides a 
supportive community where students can learn and 
develop the tools necessary to achieve academic and 
professional success. Historically, BLSA has attended 
and supported discussion forums throughout the 
academic year. For example, in 2019, BLSA hosted a 
community service event sponsored by the California 
Change Lawyers, promoting and encouraging BLSA 
students to become prosecutors. This presentation 
allowed our members to engage with minority District 
Attorneys to determine how to become Assistant 
Deputy District Attorneys. BLSA also held a movie night 
at Lincoln on the biofilm “Marshall” about legendary 
Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall, starring the 
late, great Chadwick Boseman.

BLSA members can also participate in The Frederick 
Douglass Moot Court Competition, a national moot 
court competition held annually.  Finally, we did a 
trivia night with McGeorge School of Law and UC 
Davis School of Law BLSA groups to form long-lasting 
relationships beyond law school. 

Additionally, BLSA is working with the Wiley Manuel 
Bar Association, Student Bar Association, and the 
National Bar Association to build well-rounded law 
school graduates.

BLSA is always moving forward, and not even a 
worldwide pandemic has stopped BLSA! We adapted 
(like so many others) and hosted a virtual legal discussion 
in 2020 with alums Honorable Myrlys Stockdale 
Coleman and Honorable David Ndudim. In addition, 
The BLSA Board was the first student organization to 
reach out to Aparna Agnihotri several years ago to 
provide tutoring services to our membership. Our 
students have enjoyed learning from her and felt more 
prepared going into exam sessions. She is appreciated, 
loved, and respected by many Lincoln students. We are 
very excited that Aparna is the Student Resource Center 
Director and will continue to work with Lincoln and 
BLSA students through their law school journey.

BLSA is in good hands with Faculty Advisor and 
Lincoln alum Professor Raymond Rouse, Lincoln’s 
new Dean Filomena Yeroshek, and our new board. 
BLSA’s goals for the 2021-2022 academic year are 
to increase mentorship, partnerships and provide our 
members with resources to succeed. In 2021, BLSA has 
plans to host an ugly sweater party and to introduce 
our members to Lincoln alum Mahliya Montgomery’s 
tutoring services. The new board has updated the 
BLSA bylaws and is poised to tackle the formidable 
challenges of organization during Covid. It is an honor 
and a privilege to be a student at Lincoln and serve as 
a BLSA board member. The BLSA family looks forward 
to recognizing and supporting new members with our 
current members creating dynamic future attorneys.  
If you would like to learn more about BLSA, please 
email, BLSAlincoln21@gmail.com.

Sincerely, 
BLSA 
Lincoln Law School of Sacramento 
Harolda Bangah, Parliamentarian 
Tamekia Christie, Secretary (not pictured)  
Edina Cole, Treasurer (not pictured) 
Dorian Coston, Vice President

THE 
BLACK  
LAW  
STUDENT  
ASSOCIATION
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The LatinX Law Student Association (LLSA) is one of the 
many clubs established at Lincoln Law School.  LLSA 
is committed to the goal of supporting its members 
through the challenges that law students face (and 
there are many!). The organization is further dedicated 
to educating the Lincoln community on the various 
benefits of diversity and inclusion while welcoming 
all students to join regardless of race or ethnicity. We 
believe this inclusivity is paramount to the Lincoln Law 
School experience, and we hope to collaborate with 
other clubs this year.

LLSA has made it our mission to create a club for 
students of all races and ethnicities, not just of Latin 
descent. With our openness and inclusivity, we furnish 
all members with resources to network and gain 
exposure to careers, scholarships, and opportunities in 
the legal field. LLSA fosters growth in the legal field by 
networking among law students and attorneys in the 
Sacramento area.

The 2021-2022 school year has had its fair share of 
challenges.  However, our hope is to continue our 
organization’s annual tradition of hosting a guest 
speaker in the spring. Our hope is to present a speaker 
from the legal community who will share their legal 
journey, and offer advice, guidance, and suggestions 
on navigating through the legal profession. We also 
intend to collaborate with other Lincoln organizations 
to create a panel of Lincoln graduates who recently 
passed the bar so they can offer tips to current Lincoln 
students. Our schedule will also include a trivia night 
which we hope will offer some stress relief with a fun 
night of 1L trivia.

The success of LLSA in the past and future depends on 
the support it receives from Lincoln Law School. This 
year we are especially grateful to Professor Schiavenza 
for his willingness to serve as the club’s advisor. We are 
fortunate to benefit from his years of experience and 
many years at Lincoln, both as a professor and Dean. 
We are thankful for his support now and throughout 
the years. LLSA looks forward to partnering with the 
other Lincoln clubs this year and thanks the Student Bar 
Association for their support and collaboration.

For more information regarding LLSA, contact 
LLSAlincolnlaw@gmail.com.
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One of the highlights of my school year thus far is  
the opportunity to serve as the president of the  
Women’s Justice Society (“WJS”). WJS is a student 
organization that was founded 8 years ago as a non-
profit  created for the purpose of bringing awareness 
to women’s rights.

Our organization has grown throughout the years from 
8 members in 2013 to an impressive 46 members, and 
counting, in 2021. Our goals are to build a supportive 
community within our school members and facilitate 
opportunities to connect with other women lawyers 
practicing in the Sacramento area. 

For our members we offer support by giving op-
portunities to build relationships across the different  
cohorts, as well as provide study resources for upcoming  
exams and a general, “We’re all in this together” sense 
of camaraderie.

I know I’m absolutely not unique in saying this; but 
last year was rough for all of us. Due to the entire 
school being completely distance learning there was 
no possibility for any in-person events which was 
a disappointment for the WJS board members and 
general members alike as it made building community 
and hosting fundraisers quite a challenge. 

However, women, if nothing else, are overcomers! 
We have come back even stronger this year, with a 
great number of enthusiastic members who are ready 
to conquer the  2021-2022 school year. Our first event 
was held on September 10th at Limelight; a welcome 
event open to all students at Lincoln was a great success 
and fun was had by all!

Although everyone wants everything to get back to 
“normal,” normalcy is still somewhat elusive. With half 
of our student body continuing to learn from home, 
this has complicated much and we have found that not 
everything can be the same as it once was. The good 
news is that this has given us a wide open door to come 
up with new ideas and try out new things that work for 
us in these unusual times. 

One of these new ideas we are excited to roll out is a 
holiday mixer that WJS will be hosting at the close of 
midterms in December. We hope to make it an event 
we can co-host with the other student organizations, 
benefiting all of us. We have new ideas and cannot 
wait to share them. 

WJS was excited to find out that our staff advisory 
person is none other than Aparna Agnihotri, Lincoln’s 
new Resource Officer! Aparna has great connections 
with the Sacramento law community and we are excited 
to make this connection with her. She is going to be a 
fabulous resource!

If you are interested in building connections at Lincoln, 
supporting women in law, and helping yourself by 
getting access to study resources and tutoring, but you 
have not yet joined WJS, I just have to ask… what more 
could you possibly be waiting for?

Please contact WJS at WJSlincoln@gmail.com with  
any questions. 

WOMEN’S 
JUSTICE 
SOCIETY

W I N T E R  E D I T I O N
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BY KRISTI MCKENNEY, CLASS OF 2024

SPECIAL 
                PATH 

CALIFORNIA IS 
ONE OF ONLY TWO 
STATES IN THE U.S. 
THAT ALLOWS FOR 
THE POSSIBILITY 
FOR STUDENTS TO 
BECOME ENROLLED 
INTO LAW SCHOOL 

TO LAW 
SCHOOL

A

I am a “special student”. Or... I was a “special 
student”? I’m unclear on whether the title will stick 
with me. “What is a special student?” you might be 
asking. Well, let me tell you. “Special students” are 
a rare unicorn student, who has gained admission 
to Lincoln Law, not by completing an Associate or 
Bachelor’s degree but are those who have bypassed 
a degree and earned admittance instead by passing 
a series of College Level Examination Program 
(CLEP) tests and receiving a high enough score on 
the LSAT. California is one of only two states in the 
U.S. that allows for the possibility for students to 
become enrolled into law school without a Bachelor 
or Associate degree. 

According to Professor Schiavenza, each year there 
are several students who apply as a “special student” 
for admission to Lincoln. Most of these, however, are 
encouraged to finish their degree because of the time 
and expense associated with taking, and passing, the 
Baby Bar. Many years there are no “special students” 
enrolled. If there are, it is typically only one or two 
per cohort. In my cohort, I am the only one.

The lack of a formal degree does not mean that we 
are slackers. Quite the opposite, actually. In order to 
become enrolled into Lincoln Law of Sacramento as 
a “special student”, an individual must pass enough 
CLEP  tests from specified areas of study, to earn 
18 college credits. This is a State Bar of Cailifornia 
requirement. Additionally, Lincoln requires that 
a “special student” must earn a 150+ LSAT score, 
before becoming eligible for enrollment. 

These are not easy tasks. CLEP tests require enough 
knowledge of a subject to fill an entire semester or, 
in some cases, an entire year’s worth of material in 
order to pass. And as we all know, the LSAT is not 
an easy test to conquer. It requires months of study. 
In addition to this, a special student is likely to be 
doing all of this studying and test-taking on their own, 
which requires self-discipline, internal motivation and 
a great deal of intense focus. This is not a path for 
the faint of heart.

Once we have gained enrollment into a law school, 
our work is not over. There is likely a feeling of 
imposter syndrome, “a psychological condition that 
is characterized by persistent doubt concerning one’s 
abilities or accomplishments accompanied by the 
fear of being exposed as a fraud despite evidence of 
one’s ongoing success,” (Mirriam-Webster) because 
we know we haven’t followed the same path as our 
classmates. This may be our first experience with 
formal education, so we are playing catchup in all 
the ways. But “special students” are overcomers and 
according to Professor Shiavenza, we usually end up 
ranked at the top or middle of our classes.

After we’ve made our way through our first year, we 
still have one additional hurdle to clear. The First Year 
Law Student Exam. Before we can earn credit for all 
the work we’ve done to complete our first year of 
law school, a “special student” must pass this exam,  
cutely nicknamed the Baby Bar. 

2 0 2 1  2 0 2 2W I N T E R  E D I T I O N
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BUT 
MOST 
IMPOR-
TANTLY 
IS THE 
CONFI-
DENCE 
I’VE 
GAINED.

SPECIAL 
                PATH 

The Baby Bar is a 7 hour exam taken in one day. It is 
offered twice a year, in June and October. It consists 
of 4 one-hour essays covering 1L subjects and two 
afternoon sessions consisting of 100 multiple choice 
questions. The Baby Bar has a 20-25% pass rate.

Preparing for the Baby Bar is overwhelming. You must 
be prepared entirely for not one, not two, but three 
subjects at the same time. In addition to this, most 
of the preparation is done on an individual level. 
Although my 1L professors were generous to let me 
turn in practice exams and offer feedback, there are 
no formal study programs. This is where that self-
discipline comes into play.

After finishing my finals at the end of May, I gave 
myself a week off to regroup, and then I went to work 
tackling the Baby Bar. The first task was to become 
familiar with the way that the Bar writes the essays. 
The writing style and what they require or expect you 
to know is not exactly the same as the professors’. 

Luckily, the Bar website has about 10 years worth 
of past essay questions and some selected passing 
answers. These are very helpful in learning how the 
essays are written and what they expect of you. But 
BEWARE! Just because the answer was selected does 
not mean that it was a great answer, just that it was 
a passing answer. There are no scores to be able to 
determine which answers are actually the best ones. 

The second task is making sure you are comfortable 
with multiple choice questions. I did quite a bit of 
studying and reading about the Baby Bar. One 
resource I found said the way they ask the multiple 
choice questions is different from how they are asked 
on the Bar, and subsequently, how they are asked 
by our Professors. This is true to a certain extent. The 
most helpful thing I found on the internet was an old 
set of questions from the Baby Bar in 1984; the only 
set of questions that has ever been released. If you 
are someone who has to take this exam, this is one 
of the best things you can do to study for the multiple 
choice section. They literally still use a few of the 
same questions.

In recent years, in order to take the Baby Bar, no 
matter where in the state you were, you would have 
to travel to the L.A. or Sacramento area to take the 
test in person. But now, due to the pandemic, the Bar 
has moved to an online format. I truly hope that they 
keep this at least as an option moving forward. It is 
much more accessible this way. 

I took the exam in June 2021, and shortly before the 
start of the 2021-22 school year, I received notice 
that I had passed! It was such a relief. This way of 
getting into law school and getting a J.D. is not the 
“usual” path, but it is a way that has opened a door 
to me that wouldn’t have been opened otherwise. 
And hey, I’ve never been one to follow the crowd 
anyway. 

When it came to the close of my 1L year, and I realized 
what the Baby Bar was going to require from me, I 
was mad about it. I had earned high grades in my 
classes at an accredited school and it seemed to me 
that should have been enough proof. It felt so unfair. 
Being on the other side of it now, I can now see the 
benefits. I gained skills I wouldn’t have otherwise 
gotten, and I now have valuable experience in taking 
a bar exam that my classmates do not. But most 
importantly is the confidence I’ve gained. I no longer 
feel as though I don’t belong here. I’ve earned my 
place, and I’m here to stay.

SPECIAL 
                PATH 
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To first understand this issue, the definition of 
gender must be understood. Since Merriam-Webster 
Dictionary naming “They” as its 2019 “Word of the 
Year”2, there has been a fruitful conversation about 
what the meaning of gender is. Simply put, while sex 
refers to the genitalia a person was born with, gender 
is the behavioral, cultural, or psychological traits 
typically associated with sex.3 Commonly, a majority 
of people identify with the gender they are assigned 
at birth. However, with the increasing discussions 
regarding gender, many individuals are learning that 
they may not fit in with one of the two binary genders 
(male or female) and the norms that come with those 
identities, thus resulting in the increase of reported 
transgender and nonbinary individuals in the United 
States. As it turns out, gender is less black and white 
and more of a spectrum. Underneath the umbrella of 
transgender identities is “nonbinary” - a term used 
to describe a gender expression that embodies traits 
from a mix of both aforementioned binary genders 
or embody traits not specific to either gender. Given 
ongoing stigma and safety concerns around being 
trans and nonbinary, current population estimates 
underreport the amount of individuals in the United 
States who are trans and nonbinary. 

The modern gay rights movement began back in the 
1960s in an era that saw a rise in multiple movements. 
From civil rights to women’s rights, and labor worker’s 
rights. What was originally a demand for equal 
protection in the eyes of the law, the movement 
expanded exponentially to include transgender and 
nonbinary rights. Many Americans may believe that 
the monumental Supreme Court ruling that led to the 
legalization of gay marriage was the capstone in a 
decades-long fight for equal rights. However, since 
then the LGBTQ+ movement has expanded to include 
equal protections for transgender and nonbinary 
Americans. Despite this expanded inclusion, multiple 
state legislatures passed controversial bills restricting 
transgender rights. From the bathroom ban in North 
Carolina to the transgender ban in school sports 
in Texas, there has been fervent attention brought 
to this new frontier in the LGBTQ+ movement. The 
introduction of an “X” option for nonbinary, intersex, 
or gender-nonconforming individuals’ passports by 
the Biden Administration provided an additional 
gateway to recognizing and humanizing nonbinary 
individuals across the country.1 Hardly an earth 
shattering milestone in transgender and nonbinary 
rights. Nonetheless, this is still a step forward, albeit 
a small one,  in a lengthy road towards achieving full 
recognition and protection. 

1U.S. Issues First Passport With ‘X’ Gender Marker - The New York Times (nytimes.com)
U.S. issues first passport with a nonbinary gender ‘X’ option : NPR
U.S. issues first passport with a nonbinary gender ‘X’ option : NPR
2Why Merriam-Webster Chose ‘They’ for 2019 Word of the Year | Merriam-Webster
3https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gender 
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and nonbinary citizens or voting to eradicate any 
protections that those individuals may have. While 
29 states still do not provide any protection against 
discrimination for employment, housing, and public 
accommodations, 21 states provide full protection, 
including California.5 This has proven that, despite 
the progress made in the LGBTQ+ movement, there is 
still hesitation and unfamiliarity in this new frontier of 
the equal rights movement. 

There is still a long way to go in ensuring that 
transgender and nonbinary individuals have equal 
protections in the classroom, hospitals, and in the 
workplace. The fact that the federal government will 
now provide an “X” option on passports serves as 
a validation for nonbinary individuals who have 
otherwise not been recognized as a group. 

Still, there are mixed attitudes about the recognition 
and utilization of the “X” gender marker for 
nonbinary and intersex individuals among nonbinary 
people. First, it conflates the nonbinary gender with 
the intersex sex - both of which require their own 
identifiers because gender and sex are not the same. 
Second, many nonbinary individuals are wary of 
outing themselves to a governmental entity with ever-
changing attitudes towards their safety. Third, many 
nonbinary individuals feel a degree of hesitancy and 
distrust with the authenticity of this gesture. 

Nevertheless, recognition of a nonbinary gender 
on a federal level opens up many possibilities. 
With mere awareness, more individuals would be 
willing to learn more about what being nonbinary 
means and the personal impacts of discrimination 
against nonbinary individuals. In addition, increased 
identification could be a gateway for gender-specific 
studies and leading to better policy-making and 
increased funding to underfunded social programs 
targeted specifically for trans and nonbinary groups. 
Lastly, with a general acceptance of nonbinary people 
could be the implementation of better, safer, and 
secure workplaces as well as a more comprehensive 
and compassionate healthcare system. Essentially, 
this recognition of nonbinary identities could be 
a stepping stone in the ultimate re-humanizing of 
people who systemically are seen as less than, if they 
are seen at all.  

As aspiring attorneys, we understand the significance 
of language and how our choice of words impact our 
audience’s interpretation and reaction. That said, in 
Bostock v. Clayton County 140, S. Ct. 1731, 1742 
(2020), the Court’s expansion and application of the 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964’s category 
of sex to include transgender individuals is a major 
milestone in federal workplace protections against 
discrimination for transgender individuals. Language 
aside, mere recognition of transgender people in 
front of the Supreme Court as a valid and existing 
identity is a large step in humanizing individuals who 
have undergone centuries of erasure, criminalization, 
and neglect on a national scale.

Despite these steps, several state governments 
continue to pass laws attacking transgender and 
nonbinary rights. Modernly, attack ads have 
appeared in the media using dog whistle terms, such 
as “family values,” “attacking the American way of 
life,” and “radicalizing our children.” These terms may 
sound familiar as these are the same attacks used in 
the early 2000s in anti-LGBT ads when several states 
were passing legislation providing equal protection 
to gay citizens and recognizing gay marriage. 
Similarly, a number of states have been passing laws 
either extending equal protections to transgender 

Despite the sudden increase of reported nonbinary 
indivdiuals, nonbinary people have always existed 
but have not always felt safe to be out or did not 
have the terminology to adequately describe their 
expression. Various examples of nonbinary identities 
would be Two-Spirit individuals in many Native 
American tribes, India’s Hijra’s, and the Philippines’ 
Bakla. The United States also had nonbinary 
individuals for as long as it had LGBQ+ individuals 
but with the country’s founding on puritanical roots, 
much of this discussion has been suppressed or erased 
by the early establishment of sex-associated societal 
roles. For instance, one of the first documented cases 
of gender deviance, for lack of a better term, was 
Mary Henly. In 1692, Mary Henly was charged with 
illegally wearing men’s clothes because it “seem[ed] 
to confound the course of nature.”4 That said, this 
sentiment prevailed well into the 1980s, leading 
to increased risk taking behaviors in transgender 
individuals due to a number of factors, including 
homelessness from familial rejection. This caused 
a disproportionate amount of trans individuals to 
contract HIV/AIDS.  Despite the presence of HIV/
AIDS being present in all demographics, the rhetoric 
around HIV/AIDS focused on moral retribution 
against LGBTQ+ individuals’ rather than  recognizing 
that this was a public health crisis. This delayed any 
call to action to treat AIDS-afflicted transgender 
individuals and restricted access to resources for all 
AIDS-afflicted individuals. This resulted in the death 
of a generation of transgender individuals allowing 
for easy erasure of the existence of trans people in 
the public discourse.

4Genny Beemyn, “Transgender History in the United States”, from Trans Bodies, Trans Selves, edited by Laura Erickson-Schroth, Oxford University, 
2014, p.4 ISBN 9780199325351
5https://freedomforallamericans.org/states/ 
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The legislative backing behind this is that 
contemporary medical research suggests that once 
a heartbeat is detected it is a predictor that a child 
will reach live birth. Further, Texas claims to have 
compelling interests from the outset of pregnancy to 
protect the woman and her unborn child. This interest 
lies in the fact that they believe a heartbeat means 
the child will survive to full term. Research shows that 
fetal viability (when the fetus has over 50% chance of 
survival) occurs at 24 weeks. 

So, under the law, a woman would have about two 
weeks to recognize her pregnancy, confirm with 
a test, make a decision about how to manage the 
pregnancy AND obtain an abortion. This is a difficult 
standard to meet as many women do not track their 
periods, have irregular cycles, or do not know the 
exact date of their last period. This is most prominent 
for young or under educated women who do not 
have the resources or knowledge to manage these 
factors. An article by the New York Times discusses 
the consequences that the Heartbeat Law may  
have. They state that “the measure will create nearly 
insurmountable obstacles for certain vulnerable 
populations[…]: teenagers; low-income people; and 
people of color.” About 70 percent of abortions in 
Texas in 2019 were provided to women of color, 
according to the Guttmacher Institute.

Further, “the law does not make exceptions for rape 
or incest.” Already there have been a large influx of 
women in neighboring states as abortion providers try 
to ensure women seeking abortion are obtaining it in 
a safe and sterile environment. This means that clinics 
in other states have been inundated with women from 
Texas leading to delays in securing an appointment 
for local and Texan women. This takes them further 
into pregnancy, leading to more unsafe outcomes.

The interesting part of this law is that the state has 
made it difficult to fight by allowing any person 
to bring civil action against those involved in the 
abortion, even if they simply intend to engage in the 
action. This means that anyone involved in the act of 
an abortion, from delivering the woman to a facility 
to performing the abortion, is liable under the law. 
However, the woman herself is not held liable. 

Currently, SCOTUS is being pushed to have a 
response to this law. The Department of Justice put 
in an emergency request for SCOTUS to review the 
law and to pause the law so that it cannot enforce 
the measure while there is a legal battle. If the court 
does, it will be a victory for abortion providers and for 
women’s right to choose. Texas lawmaker’s response 
to the DOJ request is that the DOJ lacks standing to 

sue because the federal government cannot get an 
abortion, and the Constitution does not assign it any 
special role to protect any putative right to abortion.

On November 1st, 2021 SCOTUS reviewed the case 
and the oral arguments did not go well for Texas. 
While Justices Clarence Thomas, Samuel Alito and 
Neil Gorsuch seemed sympathetic, Justices Amy 
Coney Barrett and Brett Kavanaugh seemed to 
have doubts. Justices Barrett and Kavanaugh raised 
questions around the First and Second amendment 
rights and how SB8 affects those amendments. The 
court seemed to recognize that this style of law not 
only undermines abortion rights but the nature of 
constitutional adjudication. This law was written to 
thwart judicial review - - to take power from the courts.

Another pivotal abortion case challenging Roe is  
set for oral argument on December 1st, 2021. 
Only time will tell if SCOTUS will uphold the law or 
strike it down.  

Women’s rights are a hot topic across social media 
platforms, on the news and in living rooms across the 
country. Women have long been fighting for equality. 
It has been a long and arduous process to obtain 
these rights in a male dominant society. Women must 
prove themselves time and again. Though we are 
different from one another, we all deserve the right 
to make our decisions and control our own body and 
personal rights. 

On September 1st, 2021 the “Texas Heartbeat Act” 
came into effect. This law is effectively an abortion 
ban. This is the government telling a woman what she 
can do with her own body. It gives rights to an unborn 
child. Specifically, the law states that once a fetal 
heartbeat is detectable the ability to abort that child 
is no longer available, with only two exceptions: 1. 
a physician may only abort if they have determined 
there is no detectable heartbeat in the fetus; or 2. for 
a medical emergency. This leaves much to be desired. 
The detection of fetal heartbeat is typically around 6 
weeks. That is very early in a pregnancy, and many 
women are not even aware they are pregnant. I, 
myself, was not aware I was pregnant until 7 weeks 
and that was only due to complications. 

BY KIM SHIPP, CLASS OF 2023

 
MISSING A HEART (BEAT)

 

 “THIS IS THE 
GOVERNMENT 

TELLING A 
WOMAN WHAT 

SHE CAN DO  
WITH HER  

OWN BODY.”
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EXAM ADMINISTRATION 

The NCBE currently contracts with Pearson VUE to 
administer the MPRE three times per year in March, 
August, and November. The exam is offered multiple 
times during two days of each month. Locally, Pearson 
VUE offers testing locations in Sacramento and 
Roseville. In 2022, the registration fee will increase 
to $150.

According to the NCBE’s quarterly publication 
(“The Bar Examiner”), there were more than 18,000 
examinees for each of the 2021 MPRE administrations:

EXAM DESIGN

Examinees have two hours to complete 60 multiple-
choice questions: 50 scored questions and 10 
unscored pretest questions. The pretest questions are 
indistinguishable from those that are scored. Each 
MPRE question is followed by four possible answers. 
The test is taken on a computer at a test site and 
terminates automatically after the two-hour period.

JURISDICTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
AND EXAM SCORING

A passing MPRE score is required for admission to 
the bars in all but two United States jurisdictions 
(Wisconsin and Puerto Rico). Each jurisdiction 
establishes its own passing score. MPRE scaled scores 
range from 50 to 150. In California, the passing score 
for the MPRE is 86. 

According to The Bar Examiner, the average MPRE 
score in 2021 (all jurisdictions) was between 96-99 
and has consistently been 92 or higher since 2017:

In addition to passing the California Bar Examination, 
every applicant seeking admission to practice law in 
California must also pass the Multistate Professional 
Responsibility Examination (MPRE). 

EXAM BASIS

The MPRE is developed by the National Conference of 
Bar Examiners (NCBE). Exam questions are primarily 
based on the American Bar Association (ABA) 
Model Rules of Professional Conduct and the ABA 
Model Code of Judicial Conduct. The purpose of the 
MPRE is to measure knowledge and understanding 
of established standards related to the professional 
conduct of lawyers. The MPRE is not designed to 
evaluate an individual’s ethical values. 

EXAM REGISTRATION

Applicants can take the MPRE any time after 
completing their first year of law school (1L)and 
before being licensed to practice law in California. 
Students at Lincoln Law School of Sacramento are 
encouraged to take the MPRE in August, after finishing 
the “Professional Responsibility” course (typically 
taken during the 1L Spring semester). 

Registration is handled through the NCBE website 
at https://www.ncbex.org. During registration, 
examinees select their desired testing location, date, 
and two-hour timeslot. If you have a preferred day 
and/or time, early registration is encouraged as 
some time slots will reach capacity. 

MARCH & AUGUST 2022 MPRE 
March MPRE Examinees: 18,087  August MPRE Examinees: 18,615

MPRE MEAN SCORES 2017-2021

Figure 1 source: https://thebarexaminer.org/article/summer-fall-2021/facts-figures-11/

Figure 2 source https://thebarexaminer.org/article/summer-fall-2021/facts-figures-11/

THE 
MULTISTATE  
PROFESSIONAL  
RESPONSIBILITY 
EXAM

W I N T E R  E D I T I O N 2 0 2 1  2 0 2 2

BY SHANNON YOUNG, CLASS OF 2024
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NCBE RESOURCES

The NCBE website also offers resources to assist you 
in exam preparation:

• A tutorial of the software used on test day with 
information on optional features (highlighting, 
flagging answers, etc.) and 5 sample test questions 
in test format (free)

• 15 sample test questions and answers without   
explanations (free) 

• 2 simulated MPRE exams – 60 multiple-choice 
questions with answer explanations ($50 each)

OTHER AVAILABLE RESOURCES

Companies offering MPRE preparation videos, 
materials, sample questions, etc. are plentiful and 
easily found. Barbri offers a free MPRE online course 
divided into 12 modules (video lecture, outline, and 
practice questions) that correspond to each of the 
12 categories identified in the MPRE Subject Matter 
Outline. Themis and JD Advising also offer similar 
MPRE online courses for free or you can purchase 
MPRE books and study aids with practice questions, 
answers, and explanations. 

You will have access to more resources than you  
need to pass the exam. Having a deep knowledge 
of 1-3 resources should be sufficient to prepare you  
for the MPRE. 

Upcoming MPRE Test Dates
Visit ncbex.org to register!
• AUGUST 12, 2021
• NOVEMBER 4, 2021
• NOVEMBER 5, 2021
• MARCH 23, 2022
• MARCH 24, 2022
• AUGUST 10, 2022
• AUGUST 11, 2022
• NOVEMBER 14, 2022
• NOVEMBER 15, 2022

PREPARATION TIME

For most students, 40-80 hours of quality study time 
is a reasonable minimum for MPRE preparation. 
Some students choose to study for 1-2 weeks prior to 
the exam while others prefer to study for 4-6 weeks 
before exam day. All study schedules should include 
at least one practice exam. 

AFTER THE EXAM

MPRE scores are typically released within five weeks 
from the date of the exam. NCBE will report your 
score to the jurisdiction you selected during exam 
registration. Examinees can obtain their scores by 
logging into their account on the NCBE website 
until administration of the next MPRE. There will 
be no information regarding which questions were 
unscored or which questions were missed. 

FINAL THOUGHTS 

Receiving a score of 86 or higher on the MPRE is 
required for admission to practice law in California. 
By using available resources and dedicating sufficient 
time and effort to study, the likelihood of achieving 
this goal is both realistic and probable. 

Good luck!

EXAM PREPARATION  
AND STUDY STRATEGY

Even if you are registered to take the MPRE shortly 
after finishing the Professional Responsibility class, 
additional time for self-study is highly recommended. 
The multiple-choice questions are challenging, and 
additional study time will solidify your knowledge of 
the 12 categories listed above. 

The materials from your Professional Responsibility 
class will provide a foundation for the MPRE. If you 
choose to supplement your exam preparation with an 
additional MPRE study resource, selecting a medium 
that works best for your learning style  will accelerate 
the development of your test-taking skills. 

Ideally, exam preparation should include a review of 
all 12 categories listed in the MPRE Subject Matter 
Outline. It is advisable to start studying the most 
heavily-tested categories first (in accordance with 
the percentage allocations identified by the NCBE). 
Many supplemental MPRE resources will associate 
categories with practice questions to more easily 
identify which of the 12 categories correspond to 
your high/low scores.

In addition, taking practice exams will help ensure 
your pace is within MPRE time limits (60 questions 
over 120 minutes = 2 minutes per question). 

MPRE SUBJECT MATTER OUTLINE

The NCBE has published an “MPRE Subject Matter 
Outline” on its website identifying 12 categories of 
professional responsibility typically tested on the 
exam. Each category corresponds to a section in 
the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct or the 
ABA Model Code of Judicial Conduct. Next to each 
category, the MPRE Subject Matter Outline lists the 
approximate percentage of test questions generally 
included on the MPRE: 

1. Conflicts of interest (12-18%) 
2. The client-lawyer relationship (10-16%) 
3. Litigation and other forms of advocacy (10-16%) 
4. Regulation of the legal profession (6-12%) 
5. Client confidentiality (6-12%) 
6. Competence, legal malpractice, and other  
 civil liability (6-12%) 
7. Different roles of the lawyer (4-10%) 
8. Communications about legal services (4-10%) 
9. Transactions and communications with  
 persons other than clients (2-8%) 
10. Safekeeping funds and other property (2-8%) 
11. Judicial conduct (2-8%) 
12. Lawyers’ duties to the public and the  
 legal system (2-4%)

THE 
M  
P  
R 
E
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We feel the  
need to suppress 
emotion because 
we “have to”  
in order to  
do our jobs.

CRAZY?

...

“Doc,” as her patients, community, supporters, 
friends, and family all fondly address her, believes 
this high stress thinking to be typical of high- 
achievers in stressful professions. Doc would certainly 
know - her practice focuses on active-duty military, 
law enforcement, veterans, first responders, and 
other high-stress jobs specializing in the areas of 
PTSD, chronic pain, and substance abuse.

Doc graduated from Biola University and was trained 
in a very psychodynamic program. This methodology 
focuses on long term, in-depth therapy meant to uncover 
attachment issues to parents and other underlying 
causes for why we, as adults, behave and respond. 
She began her career working for the California 
Youth Authority,and soon after, she began seeing  
more military and veteran patients working on the 
underlying trauma involved with their histories and 
work environments. This exposure to law enforcement 
and military patients allowed her to find deep 
empathy as it began to shape her career in which 
she has practiced over 13 years. 

Doc has become a fixture of these communities by 
providing support such as providing resources and 
establishing a mask program for law enforcement 
agencies during the early days of the pandemic - 
supplying thousands of masks to many departments 
when their own agencies weren’t even providing them. 
This evolved into an incredible podcast discussing 
the importance of mental health and guiding the 
community toward support resources. 

Work, school, friends, family, relationships, loss 
of loved ones, and a pandemic is enough to drive 
anyone to the brink of insanity. In my case? I think 
I’m just crazy. But Doctor Ashley Massimino assures 
me I’m not. She’s not my therapist; she is simply a 
kind soul, friend, and colleague. Dr. Massimino was 
nice enough to take some time to discuss the various 
stressors, behaviors, and afflictions people in high-
stress environments experience as well as various 
strategies to address these mental health struggles. 

I asked her, “Why is it so common to find veterans, 
attorneys, law enforcement, healthcare professionals, 
and first responders turning to alcoholism or 
experiencing higher risk of suicide?” She told me 
that there is the stigma that society has attached to 
people in these professions and it often gets in the 
way of seeking help. We feel the need to suppress 
emotion because we “have to” in order to do our 
jobs. Typically, these professions are “helpers” or 
“protectors” and as pride infects our mentality, we 
begin to think that because WE are the ones helping 
others it’s impossible that we may be the ones  
who need help.

Doc says these high-achievers are acutely aware that 
if they stop, they feel as though everything will fall 
apart. So, they simply don’t stop. They “can’t” stop. 
Regular people, in “normal” jobs, may experience 
lack of energy, lack of motivation, and feeling 
down. High-achievers may experience all of this and 
atypical depression, extreme impatience, snapping, 
poor frustration tolerance, and inability to cope 
with change. Many times this leads to depression, 
alcoholism, substance abuse, sexual addiction, and 
chemical dependency. 

What can we do to prevent falling into these types 
of behavior? Doc explains a method she uses to 
describe the pieces of the wellness “pie.” Draw a 
circle and divide it into four parts. Each quadrant 
will represent a key aspect of wellness and power 
over your mood; productivity, exercising, socializing, 
and self-care. Productivity is the one area in which 
we should have no issue - we’re performers and high-
achievers in this line of work, so we’ll skip that.

Exercise: Generally, exercising and staying active 
aids in the brain’s ability to cope with mental stress. 
Staying active has different meanings to each 
individual but doing something physical on a daily 
basis reduces stress, aids in immune system health, 
and makes you feel good.

Socializing: It is important to have friends outside 
of work and outside of your field. You don’t want 
to always go to parties and constantly “talk shop” 
because you’re not getting any reprieve from the 
stress of work environments. How much of a mental 
break do you think a prosecutor gets when they only 
hang out with prosecutors talking about cases?

BY DON HUDSON, CLASS OF 2023
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AS WE BEGIN...

Self-care: Doc says this is the most important. Self-
care is a personal aspiration but typically consists of 
activities that bring you joy and relaxation. This can 
include sports, hiking, entertainment, beach trips, 
music, movies, video games, and going for a drive. 
Doc’s essential criteria for self-care activities? “Legal, 
moral, and fun.” Probably the best advice I’ve ever 
heard in my life!

And how about dealing with stress after having all 
these preventative measures in place? Having healthy 
coping habits can provide relief. Doc recommends 
having a solid support system around you in the form 
of friends and family to whom you can talk openly. 
She says, “We take on a lot of responsibility in these 
professions but the truth is we control very little. We 
just do our best.” It’s important to have people you 
trust and can talk to like a mentor, professor, friend, 
colleague or even a therapist so that you can vent. 
Part of this is also realizing there are some people 
who are simply bad for you and there is no shame in 
distancing yourself from them. Surround yourself with 
people who are encouraging and supportive.

Doing all of these things and still experiencing mental 
struggle isn’t uncommon. Here, insight and self-
awareness pay dividends. Know that there’s no shame 
in asking for help, seeking therapy, and taking control 
of your mental health. This is key to personal growth. 
Therapy works best when the work is done regularly, 
and in advance, for the purpose of learning about 
oneself and potential trauma that may be affecting 
one’s current mental health. Doc’s pro tip: you have 
to help yourself before you can help others. “It’s like 
the oxygen mask on the airplane; you must put it on 
yourself first or you may not be around to help anyone 
else with theirs.” 

If you feel you’re at the breaking point, please reach 
out and talk to someone! Contact providers through 
your medical insurance or any number of free 
resources to connect you with someone who can help. 
Call a friend or family member. Call someone. You 
are more than just what you do - don’t let your pride 
keep you from asking for help.

And remember, kids: “Legal, moral, and fun.”  
Doctor’s orders.

If you or a loved one is experiencing a psychiatric 
emergency, there are resources to support you. Call 
911 or the National Suicide Prevention Line at (800) 
273-8255 or visit their website. Text the Crisis Text 
Line by texting HOME to 741741.

Reach out to your local employee assistance program 
through your employer, if available. Contact your 
primary care physician or medical insurance provider 
and ask for mental health resources. 

Dr. Massimino:  
IG - @thestaffassistant 
Podcast - The Staff Assistant Podcast 
Email - dr.massimino@ymail.com

W I N T E R  E D I T I O N 1 9 9 3  1 9 9 4

I’m intrigued by the assortment of faces, 
personalities and variations amongst us all as 
I glance about the classroom of our first year 
studies. The first compelling thought I have, is how 
amazingly quick we all develop reputations and 
opinions of one another. Personally, I’m genuinely 
impressed and honored to be amongst such a 
cerebral, entertaining and attractive bunch.  
I look forward to seeing many faces that have 
become a focal point in my life, the faces that have 
replaced my family and friends.  

Given all of these diversities, we may discover that 
we aren’t always as patient or understanding as 
we were “before” we began law school. Albeit, I am 
hopeful that we will continue to be respectful and 
appreciative of one another as we were when we 
began, even though we may not see eye to eye, nor 
speak or mean the same things. Don’t lose sight of 
the reasons we are all here, to learn and become 
the best lawyers that Sacramento has ever seen!

Notwithstanding the stances we may take 
politically or otherwise, the convictions we may 
not share, the causes we will serve and the 
misfortunes we will certainly all encounter at  
one time or another, “we” are a group, an  
assembly, an association, a “class” with equal 
desires, to get through this and improve the 
world we live in Outsiders may expect us to 
be argumentative, antagonistic, belittling and 
sarcastic but we all know better. We know that 
knowledge and skill out weigh the necessity for 
aggression and intimidation. 

I am optimistic that we will all develop into 
competent litigators not aggressive and caustic 
souls. I am hopeful that through our discipline 
and eduction we will become more compassionate 
to societal needs and to one another, not more 
callous, impatient and judgmental. That we will 
all learn to communicate our intentions with 
consideration, courtesy and effectiveness. This 
is particularity poignant considering the years 
ahead of us and the amount of time we will share 
together. If we remain motivated by honesty and 
mutual respect, the result will be obvious, a class 
that will be an inspiration to other classes, one 
with accumulated wisdom and high regard for 
others. This will be the emblem of difference 
between “us” and “them”, not the “T-shirts” or 
“sweat shirts” we wear.

I was told by a good friend that “life is a journey 
with many paths to choose from.” We get to choose 
those paths, that’s the fun part. Let’s choose paths 
that make our lives more full, fun interesting and 
rewarding. Lets make reputations for ourselves 
that we will be proud of and relationships we will 
want to hold on to. We will have many teachers 
over the next few years, but more importantly 
those we will truly learn most from, will be  
those beside us.   

“Remember, 
  kids:  
  Legal,  
 moral,  
 and fun.”

CRAZY? 2625
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STUDENT 
RESOURCE 
CENTER

Q: Tell us a little bit about your background?

A: I’m the eldest of three daughters and come from 
a first-generation Indian household. My father is an 
attorney, and my mother is a kindergarten teacher. 
I’d like to think of myself as a perfect blend of what 
they are both passionate about. I’m originally from 
Southern California and came up to Sacramento to 
start law school in 2012. I graduated from McGeorge 
in 2015 and began working in family law and doing 
administrative law hearings. 

Q: What do you like most about Sacramento?

I love that it is a big little city. I have always found 
it charming and made wonderful connections with 
the community and have always felt very welcomed 
here. I began volunteering many years ago with local 
nonprofits: Women’s Empowerment, the Sacramento 
Food Bank, the Sacramento Justice League, and 
Family Promise. The legal community has been a 
large reason for why I stayed in Sacramento – I am 
active on many local boards and look up to many 
attorneys and judges who have mentored me over the 
years. It’s been wonderful to see the city grow and I 
can’t wait to see it develop even more. 

Q: What got you into coaching/ 
      tutoring students?

A: I have been tutoring for over 15 years, from 
elementary to high school level. I’ve taught a variety 
of subjects over the years: SAT/ACT, English, and 
History. I really love working with all age groups 
of students and find it very rewarding. I knew that 
even if I was going to practice law I would continue 
to work with students because that is what I am the 
most passionate about. Over the past few years, I 
have been coaching and working with students 
who are preparing for the CA Bar exam. I primarily 
work with repeat takers, people from underserved 
communities, people who are working full time and/
or have families. Many of my students are fortunate 
enough to get favorable results after working with 
me. It is an incredibly rewarding feeling when your  
students succeed. 

Q: What drew you to your new role as the   
     Director of the Student Resource Center?

I had the pleasure of meeting with Dean Yeroshek 
when she became Dean and we discussed what 
the future of Lincoln looked like for each of us. We 
had very similar visions for student success and she 
truly believes in the importance of students having 
access to resources.  I am thankful for the creation 
of this role and think that students will benefit from 
the services that the Student Resource Center has. I 
have worked with Lincoln students for the past several 
years and believe that having someone on campus 
working directly with students to ensure success is 
very valuable.

Q: What is your approach with students?

My goal is to  empower students to learn how to 
study for exams, prepare for classes, and eventually 
build a strong foundation so that they will pass 
the Bar exam. My hope is to break down complex 
issues in ways that are digestible so that students 
can have a better understanding of the law and the 
application. Law school was very challenging for me 
and I always needed someone to explain things to 

me in layman’s terms so that I could have a basic 
understanding of how the whole subject fit together. 
I want students to be able to leave sessions feeling 
more knowledgeable and confident. I also want 
to make sure that the sessions are as fun as I can 
make them – I think that there is always a way to 
make light of complex material. I really focus on the 
main takeaways and teach in a style where students 
understand the broad concepts and are able to 
successfully master a subject. 

Q: What is your favorite part of your  
     role so far?

Working with the students. It is such a pleasure to get 
to know everyone and create special relationships 
with students in the small group sessions. Lincoln 
students have always held a special place in my heart, 
and I consider it a true privilege to work so closely 
with so many students. I am constantly impressed and 
proud of seeing the progress that students who I have 
worked with make throughout the school year. I truly 
believe that if a student wants to be successful through 
law school that with the right support and dedication, 
anything is possible. I take so much pride in working 
with students and supporting them throughout their 
journey. 

Q: What services will the Student Resource  
      Center provide?

The Student Resource Center is currently providing 
small group sessions for 1L, 2L, 3L, and 4L classes. 
The SRC compliments LLS’ curriculum with workshops, 
skills seminars, study groups and small group tutoring 
sessions all designed to maximize a student’s 
academic success with individualized attention. 
The primary focus of the SRC is brief writing, test 
taking, issue spotting, essay writing, time and stress 
management, and much more.

Email Aparna@lincolinlaw.edu for more info. 

2 0 2 1  2 0 2 2

BY APARNA AGNIHOTRI 
STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER DIRECTOR
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That said, I was prepared to read a ton and be 
stretched to capacity academically. What was less 
discussed is the real strain on the moral compass. A 
part of learning the law is learning to see why a case 
came out the way it did. But what if that can’t be 
done? Disagreeing with precedent or a professor or a 
classmate can be difficult. Debating politics and legal 
and moral gray areas can be even harder, especially 
when you are still learning the law. No one wants 
to be wrong. Voicing the minority opinion can feel 
isolating and upsetting. That difficulty can make a 
student decline to speak up. 

I propose a solution A Framework for more active 
classroom participation. 

RECONCILING A CASE (a skill):  

Helpful things to consider in the PRESENT MOMENT:

1. How well have you read the case? Reread it!

2. Why is this case in the book? There’s probably a 
good reason.

3. Sincerely write the point of view from the 
perspective of the other side.

4. Make your statement, ask your question anyway! 
(Civ Pro 101)

The FOCUS FORWARD approach:

1. Remember, the law is not all stare decisis and 
jurisprudence. Innovators go to law school. 
Attorneys affect change, so if you’re passionate 
about a legal issue that isn’t being treated properly 
within the courts become an expert on it. 

2. Find peers with the same interests and start a 
research clinic.

3. Strive to become a judge or legislator. Law school 
may be a place to consider these aspirations. 

4. Bottom line, learn to write in a way that your words 
and analysis withstand the test of time. 

Right now, so many interesting and important legal 
topics are on the public stage ripe for debate! Here 
at Lincoln we have a unique opportunity to greet a 
rapidly changing world by boldly asking questions 
of each other and courageously arguing the “gray 
areas” of the pressing legal matters of today. Are we 
going to shy away?

In the spirit of the childlike enamor we had for jumping 
into a big pile of leaves during the Fall, I hope we 
jump into the muck of changemaking here at Lincoln.  

Without a significant snow or even a rainy season,  
what else does Fall in Sacramento bring to mind 
if not gray skies? Grey and the leaves changing 
color characterize Fall in Sacramento for this writer. 
This article, full disclosure, is inspired by overcast 
Sacramento skies, and the not so gray areas of the 
cases we brief as law students, paralegals, and 
attorneys. How does one handle cognitive dissonance 
and change? Take cues provided by the Fall scenery 
when tackling the challenges of a new semester! It is 
important to remember to fully embrace the learning 
process. The Fall semester (similar to the Fall season) 
is unique as it marks the start of the new 1L, 2L, 3L, 
and 4L successions. This can be a tremendously 
important, challenging time of change. 

The student-life balance conversation was heard a 
thousand times over during orientation, and hopefully 
the first week of classes for upper division, as well. 
It is a phenomenal benefit to students that Lincoln’s 
Dean Yeroshek has the background she does in 
mental health services and that Lincoln supports its 
students with resources, encouraging them to attend 
to their mental and physical wellbeing while they 
embark on their studies. 

BY ANGEL CLEVELAND, CLASS OF 2025 

Dubbed 1Ls Hemingway by Professor Gold 

FALL SEASON:  
A MIRROR 
OF 1L  
& 
LAW SCHOOL 
IN GENERAL 
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